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Digital transformation continues to radically change the face of business in Canada. 
Spurred by strong business to business and business to consumers  appetite, digital 
disruption is being felt in the banking, media, transportation, manufacturing, health, 
retail, and many other sectors. This reshaping of traditional markets is also challenging 
every aspect of incumbent firms in an increasingly global and competitive landscape. 
This is evidenced by the advent of the sharing economy and other unfettered 
innovations that are increasingly being empowered by everyday entrepreneurs. 

The accelerated wave of business transformation, however, comes against a backdrop 
of a sluggish global economy, soft commodity prices, and a weaker Canadian dollar. 
The recipe for success is equipping Canadians with the relevant technology skills to 
innovate, adopt technologies, and produce higher-value goods and services. This 
will empower a more dynamic economy based on our ability as a nation to intensify 
investments in infrastructure and R&D, diversify our industries, and expand trade.

Canada’s digital economy currently contributes around $74 billion per year or 5% 
of GDP, and employs around 1.15 million Canadians. As technology continues to 
permeate every sector of the economy, the cumulative contribution will be a strong 
driving force behind our nation’s economic growth and prosperity.

The competition and lead-time to staff critical positions, however, remain a challenge 
for many businesses in Canada and especially Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises 
(SMEs). ICTC’s (Labour Market Outlook 2015-2019) highlights an acute digital talent 
shortage of around 182,000 by 2019. Addressing this challenge will be an important 
priority going forward. 

In 2015-2016, ICTC continued to drive a transformative digital agenda for Canada 
by delivering forward-looking research and labour market forecasts, innovative talent 
programs, and elaborating evidence-based policies.

Continued  →

MESSAGE FROM 
THE CHAIR

Faye West,  
Board Chair

http://www.digcompass.ca/labour-market-outlook-2015-2019/highlights/
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Our commitment to address the digital skills gap from an economic and a societal 
dimension led us to the release of Canada’s first Digital Talent Strategy (Digital Talent: 
Road to 2020 and Beyond). This strategy that was done in partnership with Microsoft 
Canada has rallied wide support from across the country.

We also continued to demonstrate stewardship in delivering talent programs that 
were entrusted to us by our stakeholders. Among these were: CareerConnect - linking 
Canadian youth with industry experience; Advancing Women in Tech - identifying 
best practices for advancing women in ICT careers in alternative sectors; Coaching 
to Career/IWES – wage subsidy programs; GO Talent – overseas pre-arrival services 
program; Focus on IT – high school certificate program, in addition to many others. 

Our focus for the next number of years continues to be on “Strengthening Canada’s 
Digital Advantage” by deciphering important digital trends and assisting our partners 
and stakeholders to navigate key global opportunities; encourage ICT adoption 
across all sectors, and strengthen the capacity of Canada’s talent to innovate and 
assert Canada’s place in a global market.

Of course, I wish to conclude by thanking all Board members for their engagement 
and commitment, and the ICTC employees whose professionalism and dedication 
have been a key contributor to our success. 

We look forward to a productive 2016 - 2017.

Faye West, Board Chair

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/digital-talent-strategy/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/digital-talent-strategy/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/employers/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/women-in-ict/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/immigration-initiatives/projects/about-the-program/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/immigration-initiatives/projects/about-the-program/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/go-talent/
http://www.focusit.ca/
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MESSAGE FROM 
THE PRESIDENT

It is my sincere pleasure once again to present the 2015-2016 Annual Report of 
the Information and Communications Technology Council (ICTC) and provide a brief 
perspective on the road ahead.

An economy that is able to capitalize on emerging technologies is better prepared to 
compete in a global market. SMAC (Social, Mobile, Analytics, and Cloud) technologies 
under the larger umbrella of the Internet of Things (IoT) continue to radically transform 
businesses and reshape markets.

The advent of the collaborative economy, the rise of advanced robotics, the adoption 
of blockchain in financial services, and advances in autonomous cars are all but a 
manifestation of the innovative nature of this digital landscape. These innovations 
are ushering a new era of convenience, affordability, and responsiveness that are 
expected to significantly disrupt traditional markets in the coming years. 

The confluence of hyper connectivity, wearables, and people will further intensify how 
goods and services will be traded in the coming years. All of this comes, however, 
amidst concerns of privacy, security, and identity management that need to be 
addressed to instill trust and confidence in the digital economy.

A key enabler for success in this environment is digital talent: This needs to be 
a significant priority in the coming years for Canada. Our recently released Digital 
Talent Strategy, in partnership with Microsoft Canada, highlighted seven pillars for 
success. The opportunity to turn this strategy into concrete actions with the help of 
our partners will be a key priority for ICTC in 2016-2017.

In 2015-16, ICTC continued to ramp up the research agenda, heighten the talent 
programs, expand the range of policy advice, and assist our partners and stakeholders 
in making informed and evidence-based decisions.

 
 

Continued  →

Namir Anani,  
President & CEO

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/digital-talent-strategy/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/digital-talent-strategy/
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We additionally published our widely read (Labour Market Outlook 2015-2019) 
and intensified our efforts on the (e-Talent Canada portal) to assist Canadians; 
the industry; academic institutions and policy makers gain better insights into the 
talent and skills needs for the digital economy. We have additionally partnered with 
Engineers Canada to expand the range of online tools and labour insights for STEM 
careers.

On the youth front, we continued to expand our (Focus on IT) school program across 
Canada while partnering with key industry players to engage students at an early age 
in ICT careers. We also organized a successful Digital Youth Summit in partnership 
with MediaSmarts on “Cyber Citizenship & Cyber Security” and the National Leaders 
in Action Summit on Youth and Education.

Furthermore, we administered on behalf of the federal government a very successful 
wage subsidy program (CareerConnect) under the “Youth Employment Strategy” to 
help employers offset the cost of hiring graduates and provide young Canadians 
with their first industry experience and potential long-term employment. We also 
expanded our efforts on a national and provincial level to design and deliver talent 
programs to engage all human capital. The range of programs included among others: 
working on a national program across the country with Status of Women Canada; 
programs to assist Internationally Educated Professionals (IEPs) integrate into the 
Canadian workforce (Coaching to Career and IWES, with thanks to funding from 
Ontario MCIIT); and enabling Virtual Career Fairs to connect Canadian employers 
with skilled internationally educated professionals as part of the GO Talent project, 
funded by Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC).

My special thanks to all our partners and stakeholders for their valuable support 
and trust in our mandate, to the Board members for their guidance, and to our very 
talented staff for their remarkable creativity and efforts in advancing the
goals of ICTC.

Namir Anani, President & CEO

http://www.digcompass.ca/labour-market-outlook-2015-2019/highlights/
http://etalentcanada.ca/
http://www.focusit.ca/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/news-events/events/leaders-in-action-summit-on-youth-2016/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/news-events/events/leaders-in-action-summit-on-youth-2016/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/employers/
http://wit.ictc-ctic.ca/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/immigration-initiatives/projects/about-the-program/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/go-talent/
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The Information and Communications Technology Council (ICTC) is a not-for-profit 
national centre of expertise for the digital economy. Through trusted research, 
innovative talent solutions, and practical policy advice, ICTC fosters innovative and 
globally competitive Canadian industries empowered by a talented and diverse digital 
workforce. 
 

ICTC is…
 ■  A large network of industry, educational institutions, and policy makers   

 representing the digital economy in Canada. 

 ■  An independent and neutral policy advisor to business and governments   
 across Canada. 

 ■  An authoritative source of technology, economic, and labour market   
 research. 

 ■  A leader in innovative talent strategies and solutions for the digital economy.

ABOUT ICTC

RESEARCH AND 
POLICY DEVELOPMENT
ICTC embarked upon a series of research initiatives in the past year, generating 
valuable knowledge on topics ranging from big data to digital health, from talent 
supply through Canada’s post-secondary education steam to skills framework in 
today’s globally connected digital economy. One of the highlights of our research 
portfolio from the past year was Canada’s first Digital Talent Strategy, expected to 
impact policy, education outcomes, and industry engagement for years to come. 
In the course of implementing these research initiatives, ICTC consulted with over 
3,000 stakeholders from coast, to coast, to coast, gathering valuable insights from 
employers, educators, policymakers, and Canadians involved in or impacted by the 
digital economy.

Continued  →
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Research Initiatives:
 ■  ICT Labour Market Monthly Snapshots (8 editions)
 ■  Quarterly Monitor of Canada’s Digital Economy (4 editions)
 ■  ICT Labour Market Annual Review 2015

 

ICTC also released in-depth research studies, including: 

Digital Talent Strategy | Road To 2020 And Beyond
ICTC in partnership with Microsoft Canada jointly released the Canada’s first national 
digital talent strategy, Road to 2020 and Beyond on March 9, 2016. The strategy 
set out several policy measures aimed at developing a skilled and diverse digital 
workforce that is ready to advance Canada’s standing as an innovative and modern 
economy by 2020 and beyond. This strategy was done in consultation and rallied the 
support of a wide range of stakeholders from across Canada (industry, academia, 
and policy makers).

Digital Economy Supply: Canada’s Post-Secondary Education Stream
To better understand the supply-side dynamics of skilled ICT talent, this study 
concentrates on: (a) the supply flow of talent from Canada’s post-secondary education 
system, and (b) labour market intelligence outlining the way forward to enable better 
decision making by the private sector, education system, policymakers, and all Canadians 
for a more productive, innovative, and globally competitive Canadian economy. 

Big Data and the Intelligence Economy: Canada’s Hyper Connected Landscape
The Big Data subsector study was the final stop in ICTC’s Social, Mobile, Analytics, 
Applications and Cloud (SMAAC) publication series. 

Skills in the Digital Economy:  Where Canada Stands and the Way Forward
This study provides a brief overview of the digital economy; how and why technologies 
are transcending all sectors. 

Digital Health Sector Study
This study provides a profile of Canada’s current domestic health ICT sector, 
understands its impact on the national economy as well as its future outlook. 

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/digital-talent-strategy/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/ICT-Talent-Supply-English-UPDATED.pdf
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/BIG-DATA-2015.pdf
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Skills-in-the-Digital-Economy-Where-Canada-Stands-and-the-Way-Forward-.pdf
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Digital-Health-in-Canada-2015-FINAL.pdf
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INNOVATIVE TALENT
Improved workforce diversity is critical to Canada’s future while the digital economy 
continues to be an economic driver and influence on society. ICTC is a leader in 
developing workforce solutions, enabling Canadian businesses to access the right 
talent with the right skills needed for them to drive innovation and productivity in an 
increasingly competitive environment. ICTC’s programs provide unique and targeted 
solutions for recruiting, retaining and integrating women, Aboriginal persons, and 
internationally educated professionals (ICT) into the ICT workforce as well as 
attracting youth into ICT careers.

 ■ 52 newcomers accessed ICTC’s bridge training programs (IWES and Coaching 
to Career), which connect newcomers seeking ICT employment. In Toronto 
more than 73% of these participants secured meaningful employment. Bridge 
Training programs are funded by the Ministry of Citizenship, Immigration and 
International Trade (MCIIT). 

 ■ Status of Women Canada’s (SWC) Women in Technology (WIT): Retention and 
Advancement of Women in the Digital Economy Initiative, in partnership with 
ICTC, is aimed at increasing women’s recruitment, retention and advancement 
in current and emerging technology sectors. ICTC developed a common 
evaluation framework and is capturing the overall results for six organizations 
who are leading projects aimed at providing women the opportunity to 
contribute to, and advance in, the Canadian Digital Economy, where they 
remain significantly under-represented in the technology sector. To date, more 
than more than 3600 people across Canada have participated in the initiative, 
including 135 industry leaders who have become role models. 

 ■ ICTC announced the launch of Advancing Technology Women in Non-Traditional 
Sectors (ATW), funded by Status of Women Canada. The need to create an 
ecosystem of opportunity for women in technology roles across all areas of 
Canada’s economy is imperative to meeting skilled talent requirements.  In 
response to this need, and to promote the full participation of women in the 
digital economy, the ATW project is focused on the advancement and retention 
of women in technology in four main sectors – manufacturing, construction, 
natural resources and trades. In collaboration with organizations and individuals 
across the country, ICTC will facilitate the development of resources and tools 
to help companies reflect on the gender balance in their workforce, and reduce 
barriers for technology women. The creation of an online Information Centre will 
provide a main portal through which industry can access tools and resources 
that will help them facilitate and evaluate labour force engagement.  
 
 
 

Continued  →

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/immigration-initiatives/projects/about-the-program/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/immigration-initiatives/projects/about-the-program/
http://wit.ictc-ctic.ca/
http://wit.ictc-ctic.ca/
http://wit.ictc-ctic.ca/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/women-in-ict/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/women-in-ict/
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 ■ The Future of Interactive Learning (FOIL) - FOIL was a pilot program that 
allowed teachers to implement Augmented Reality (AR) as a platform for 
innovative learning. When bringing AR into high school classrooms, students 
proved to be more interested and engaged in curriculums and learning materials 
across all subjects. Stay tuned as ICTC explores these considerations by 
signing up to our mailing list. This one of a kind program focused on Augmented 
Reality and high school youth was launched with the aim of sharing Canadian 
stories in today’s connected world, made possible with the support of the 
Canada Media Fund. 

 ■ The Focus on Information Technology (FIT), certificate program designed for 
Canadian students interested in gaining IT skills,engaged over 3000 high school 
students participating in more than 200 schools across Canada. 

 ■ Focus on Youth Careers (FYC) Pilot Project – Employability through Technical 
Upskilling: ICTC, in partnership with Willis College, provided 19 students 
with Java programming, software development, and job readiness training 
that created a bridge to employment. In just 3 months of training and skills 
development, 84% of the FYC graduates obtained employment, returned to 
further education, or engaged in self-employment activities. This program is 
funded in-part by the Ontario government’s Youth Jobs Strategy – Ready.Set.
Work. ICTC would like to gratefully acknowledges the City of Ottawa for their 
support of this program. 

 ■ The CareerConnect program, which connects Canadian youth with high demand 
ICT jobs in high-demand fields project, had an 87% employment rate across 
Canada, funded in part by the Government of Canada’s Youth Employment 
Strategy. 

 ■ GO Talent - connects employers with Internationally Educated Professionals 
(IEPs) on route to Canada, as well as heightens the chance of IEPs obtaining 
employment prior to arrival in Canada through pre-departure integration 
services. Since October 2015, GO Talent has received over 690 referrals from 
overseas and provided over 120 one-on-one information guidance sessions to 
IEPs. Funded by Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada. 

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/foil/
http://www.focusit.ca/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/youth-programs/focus-on-youth-careers-ict/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/employers/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/go-talent/
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TOOLS AND RESOURCES

ICTC’s research mandate is supported by the standards and competencies for the 
emerging technologies. The competencies define the knowledge, skills and abilities 
required to perform the various tasks and behavioural indicators to measure the 
success.

HR Portal
The HR Portal was developed to support employers and managers through employee 
professional development and career pathing solutions. This diverse portal enables 
small, medium, and large organizations to up-skill current employees. A key feature 
of the tool allows employees to self-assess against competency profiles and also 
provides support to develop an inclusive workforce through courses and quizzes on 
Workplace Culture and Diversity in the Workplace.

E-Talent Canada
The highly anticipated e-Talent Canada platform was launched in 2015. ICTC’s unique 
online interactive map provides Canadians with access to dynamic labour market 
information at national, provincial and municipal levels including ICT job trends and 
tools pertinent to all sectors, jobs that are in-demand, wages, and demographics as 
well as who’s hiring  and  available educational programs, and more.

Digital Adoption Compass 
A Digital Marketplace for SMEs to learn and showcase digital/technology solution 
through case studies, webinars, video interviews, and other interactive learning 
resources. The hub also features Learning Resources and tools, including a broad 
repertoire of select research, tools, and resources offered by ICTC, CATAAlliance, 
CIOCAN, and BDC among others.

My Career Map
My Career Map is a bilingual, competency-based, online self-assessment tool that 
will enable individuals to self-assess against Canadian ICT employer standards in 
Workplace Culture, Workplace Communication and Workplace Competencies.

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/immigration-initiatives/tools/hr-portal/
http://www.etalentcanada.ca/
http://www.digcompass.ca/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/immigration-initiatives/tools/my-career-map/
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OUTREACH

Human Resources Management Guide for Canadian Information 
and Communications Technology Companies
This guide is a practical tool designed to expand on human resources management 
principles. It is primarily intended for front-line managers (immediate supervisors) 
who will view it as a reference and support document with regard to issues 
surrounding human capital management. It contains a wealth of information enabling 
managers to stimulate the productivity of their companies, to channel the efforts 
of their employees towards corporate objectives, and to ensure awareness of the 
organization’s values. This document makes it possible to establish effective human 
resources management strategies, programs and mechanisms. It also answers 
concrete questions that emerge each day with regard to hiring, retention, diversity, 
compensation, performance evaluation, training, time management, drafting 
employee manuals, and occupational health and safety issues.

 ■ April 15, 2015 | Ottawa, ON | ICTC signed a memorandum of understanding 
(MoU) with India’s National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC): 
The agreement extends to providing expertise in: labour market analysis; 
competency development; and capacity building in India in the areas of IT, 
electronics, telecom based on ICTC’s extensive experience in these areas. 

 ■ April 29, 2015 | Halifax, NS | 7th Professional Development Summit (P.D.S.)  
“Developing Skills, Driving Success”: Namir Anani, President and CEO, 
ICTC, provided the keynote at this regional training event, bringing together IT 
and management professionals from across the Atlantic region to develop their 
professional skill-sets and advance their careers. 

 ■ May 5-6, 2015 | Ottawa, ON | 4th Annual Wavefront Summits - Accelerate 
The Growth of Your Business: Namir Anani President and CEO, ICTC, 
provided the keynote, titled “Hyperconnected World, a New Business Paradigm” 
on how increasing communications connectivity will impact Canada’s day-to-day 
business and the skills needed to be successful.

 

Continued  →

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/news-events/events/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/immigration-initiatives/tools/hr-guide/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/what-we-do/programs/talent-programs/immigration-initiatives/tools/hr-guide/
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 ■ May 24-26, 2015 | Victoria, BC | 2015 Public Sector Management Workshop, 
a national conference hosted by the Financial Management Institute of 
Canada: Namir Anani presented: “Canada’s place in the global digital space” 
and the role of the federal government. 

 ■ May 28, 2015 | Calgary, AB | Calgary Council For Advanced Technology 
Breakfast Networking Event: Namir Anani, President and CEO, ICTC 
delivered a keynote “The Leading Edge of Heightening Canada’s Digital 
Advantage” addressing the key catalysts and policy measures to heighten 
Canada’s digital advantage in an increasingly global and competitive 
environment. 

 ■ May 28, 2015 | Ottawa, ON | Virtual Community of Practice for Digital 
Adoption: Launch Event: ICTC expanded the Digital Adoption Compass that 
provides tools, resources and information to help small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to include a communications tool that allows SME’s and IT industry 
leaders to communicate on a platform. Join here: http://www.digcompass.ca/
community-of-practice/ 

 ■ June 1-3, 2015 | Toronto, ON | 2015 Canadian Telecom Summit: Namir 
Anani, President and CEO, ICTC moderated the panel entitled, “The Internet 
of Things: Hyper Connectivity”. He was joined by top panelists: Liseanne 
Forand, President, Shared Services Canada; Robert Hardt, President and 
CEO, Siemens Canada; Ron Styles, President and CEO, SaskTel; and Nicola 
Marziliano, Head of Global OSS and CEM Transformation, Nokia Solutions 
and Networks, Italy. The panel addressed among others policies, talent needs, 
infrastructure and telecommunication needs, global trade, others, to better 
leverage the impending IoT economy. 

 ■ June 11-14 | Montreal, QC | The Centre for Literacy – Summer Institute 
2015 “Digital Environments: Opportunities and Challenges for Literacy, 
Learning and Citizenship”: Namir Anani, President and CEO, ICTC moderated 
the panel “Impacts of government policy on digital competence”; he was 
joined by Stephen Johnson, Director General, Employment and Social 
Development Canada (ESDC); Diane Gordon, Nova Scotia Department of 
Labour and Advanced Education; Jaleh Soroui, American Institute for Research, 
Washington, DC; and Malika Alouache, Carrefour d’éducation populaire de 
Pointe Saint-Charles, QC. 
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 ■ Quarterly 2015 | Toronto, ON | Corporate Connections Speed Mentoring 
Events: At these recurring networking events - hosted for each cohort of ICTC’s 
Integrated Work Experience Strategy (IWES) program, corporate leaders 
met and provided valued advice to  ICT IEPs. IWES is a bridging program 
running successfully in the GTA since 2011 for Internationally Educated ICT 
professionals looking to find work in the Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) Sector. Targeting unemployed or underemployed 
internationally educated ICT professionals, it is currently 3 weeks in class 
followed by a 3 month coaching relationship with a sector coach. The training  
fills a gap by addressing employment barriers for highly skilled ICT IEPs, helping 
ICT IEPs create a pathway to meaningful employment in the ICT industry. 

 ■ July 13, 2015 | Ottawa, ON | ICTC signed a memorandum of understanding 
(MoU) with NPower Canada: Both organizations recognize the importance of 
a partnership in the area of ICT access, employment and building an innovative 
and productive ICT sector workforce and community; agreed to work together on 
identified initiatives.    

 ■ August 18, 2015 | Delhi, India | ICTC signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MoU) with Electronics Sector Skills Council of India 
(ESSCI): On “Collaborating for utilizing mutual expertise in Skill Development”.  

 ■ August 20, 2015 | Toronto, ON | Impact your Business: Tools for Success: 
A Networking Event - Hosted by ICTC’s IWES program for Industry Leaders and 
Coaches: ICTC hosted a successful Engagement and Networking event at the 
City of Toronto City Hall for ICT Industry leaders and coaches. An interactive 
presentation on leadership and Project Management kept the audience 
energized and fuelled their interest in a deeper involvement and support for 
ICT IEPs. Over 20 employers and coaches attended resulting in an additional 
6 signing up as volunteer coaches. Representatives from the Ministry of 
Labour and the City of Toronto Manager of Community and Labour Market also 
discussed the value of presenting the opportunity to their staff about becoming 
coaches to IEPs. 

 ■ October 4-7, 2015 | Daejeon, Korea | ICT Industry Prospect Conference – 
co-located with the 23rd IFIP World Computer Congress (WCC 2015): Namir 
Anani, President and CEO, ICTC delivered a keynote titled “The Impending 
Hyper-connected & Collaborative Economy - Implications for Business and 
Policy”. 

 ■ October 15, 2015 | Twitter | Launch of #ICTCchats - Women in Technology 
Series: This recurring twitter chat series took place on a bi-monthly basis, 
gaining approximatly 1200 impressions per tweet.
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 ■ October 21, 2015 | Ottawa, ON | GTEC - Breakfast Panel: Namir Anani, 
President and CEO,  ICTC moderated the key panel titled “Strategies for 
Promoting Women in ICT”; he was joined by esteemed panelists: Corinne 
Charette; Senior Assistant Deputy Minister, Industry Canada’s Spectrum, 
Information Technologies and Telecommunications (SITT); Nicholas Wise, 
Executive Director, Service and GC 2.0 Policy and Community Enablement, 
Chief Information Officer Branch; and Clare Beckton, Founding Executive 
Director, Carleton University Centre for Women in Politics and Public 
Leadership. 

 ■ October 22-23, 2015 | Ottawa, ON | Digital Youth Summit – Cyber 
Citizenship & Cyber Security: Co-hosted by ICTC and MediaSmarts, in 
partnership with Encounters with Canada, Hive Toronto, and Sisler High School 
(Winnipeg, Manitoba), this event brought together industry leaders, compelling 
speakers, and 200 secondary school students from across Canada for 2 days of 
engaging and interactive learning on the topics of Cyber Citizenship and Cyber 
Security. Our stellar list of speakers and guests:  http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/news-
events/events/digital-youth-summit-2015/speakers/  
 
 

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/news-events/events/digital-youth-summit-2015/speakers/
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/news-events/events/digital-youth-summit-2015/speakers/
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 ■ October 27, 2015 | Webinar | Introducing CIC’s Employer Liaison Network 
(ELN): The topic “How Can You Keep Up With The Demand For Talent In This 
Highly Competitive Global Economy?” attracted 44 participants. 

 ■ October 27, 2015 | Toronto, ON | 6th Annual Canadian EdTech Leadership 
Summit: Organized by Mind Share Learning in partnership with MaRs, and 
York University. Leading Canadian education and industry thought leaders are 
gathering to explore opportunities for collaboration, innovation and the forging 
of unique partnerships to tackle issues and challenges the digital revolution 
poses for Canadian K12 and Post-Secondary education and to ensure Canada 
remains a global leader. Namir Anani, President and CEO, ICTC joined a panel 
moderated by Marc Lijour, Director at Savoir-faire Linux - “IoT: The Next Digital 
Revolution.” Other panelists: Douglas Reid, Director, Learning & Research 
Infrastructure, Lassonde School of Engineering; Jonathan Le Lous, VP Cloud 
Computing and Infrastructure, Savoir-faire Linux; Victor Garcia, Senior Fellow 
- Bell Business Markets; Kelli Davis, Vice President of Integration Services, 
CastleBranch Corporation; Eric Simmons, General Manager, IoT and Wireless, 
Rogers Communications; Shawn Noroozi, Internet of Things (IoT) Solution 
Sales Specialist, Microsoft; and Jeff Lundgren, Senior Channel Executive, 
Microsoft. 

 ■ October 28, 2015 | Toronto, ON | Fox Group Technology held a conference 
titled, “The Future of Work - The intersection of work, technology and 
people”: ICTC Vice President, Sandra Saric presented on the panel along 
with, Wayne Clancy, CEO, The MindSuite and Roberta J. Fox, Chairman, FOX 
GROUP.  

 ■ November 4-5, 2015 | Toronto, ON | 5th Global Mining IT & Communication 
Summit (GMITCS): Namir Anani, President and CEO, ICTC presented 
“Navigating Transformational Change in a Hyper-connected Landscape”; He 
addressed the opportunities offered by this fast evolving IoT landscape and 
discussed the necessary catalysts to successfully navigate the impending 
transformation presented by the Internet of Things. 

 ■ November 10, 2015 | Toronto, ON | Data Centre Dynamics event hosted by 
StoneWood Group Toronto: ICTC Vice President, Sandra Saric was the Chair 
for the panel. 
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 ■ November 25, 2015 | LinkedIn | LINKED-IN-A-THON: Citizenship and 
Immigration Canada (CIC), World Skills Employment Centre and Hire 
Immigrants Ottawa (HIO) co-delivered the 1st LinkedIn™-a-Thon for 
Internationally Trained Individuals (ITIs); presenting on behalf of ICTC was 
Director of Strategic Communications, Stephanie Wilson.   

 ■ December 10, 2015 | Ottawa, ON | Microsoft Canada’s Ultimate Code Off: 
Microsoft Canada and ICTC co-hosted an “Ultimate Code Off” event to celebrate 
Computer Science Education Week. 35 students from 4 Ottawa secondary 
schools participated in the event that teaches students how to code though the 
popular computer game Minecraft.   

 ■ February 23, 2016 | Ottawa, ON | ICTC and the MedDev Commercialization 
Centre (MDCC) signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU): To 
collaborate on supporting health care technology developed by Canadian 
innovators and entrepreneurs to foster an innovative and globally competitive 
Canadian ecosystem. 

 ■ February 9, 2016 | Webinar | Working in the Canadian Digital Economy: 
The Embassy of Canada France hosted this webinar in partnership with ICTC. 
Dr. Meenakshi Gupta, Senior Director, Policy and Research, ICTC presented 
employment trends in the Canadian ICT sector, followed by a vivid Q&A session; 
270 participants from 10 countries joined. 

 ■ February 23, 2016 | Ottawa, ON | Lunch-time seminar at uOttawa: Co-
presented with Michael Turner, VP System Strategies, Wesley Clover on 
ICT “skill needs” and what the industry is looking for in university graduates; 
Part of a “Policy Lunch” series which involves uOttawa and Carleton faculty, 
senior government policy makers, think tanks, and others interested in a 
range of ideas with some sort of policy relevance. Participation is by invitation 
only; Chatham House Rules for the open discussion.The Leaders in Action 
- Youth and Education Summit following was sponsored by Google and co-
organized by ICTC and the Entertainment Software Association of Canada. 
The Honourable Kirsty Duncan, Minister of Science delivered an inspiring and 
encouraging keynote address to open a Summit which provided an opportunity 
to exchange and engage in immersive and frank dialogue about the challenges 
and opportunities facing Canada’s youth in today’s smart economy; participants 
explored concrete measures for heightening the opportunities for young women 
and men to participate in the Internet of Things economy.  
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 ■ KEY EVENT 
March 9, 2016 | Ottawa, ON | Launch of Canada’s First Digital Talent 
Strategy: A joint initiative between the Information and Communications 
Technology Council and Microsoft Canada that has rallied wide support from 
industry, education, and policy makers from across Canada. Download the 
document here: http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/digital-talent-strategy/ 
 

 ■ March 9, 2016| Ottawa, ON | Leaders In Action Summit On Youth Tapping 
Into Creative Minds In The Smart Economy: This Summit brought key leaders 
together to exchange and engage in immersive, and frank dialogue about the 
challenges facing Canada’s youth in today’s smart economy and to explore 
policy measures and concrete actions to heighten the opportunities for young 
women and men in the impending Internet of Things economy. 
 
Event Summary: On March 9 at the Museum of Nature in Ottawa, ICTC 
launched in collaboration with Microsoft Canada Canada’s first National Digital 
Talent Strategy which was followed by the Leaders in Action - Youth and 
Education Summit. 
 
At the launch of Canada’s first Digital Talent Strategy we were honoured to 
receive the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Innovation, Science and 
Economic Development, Mr. Greg Fergus, as he provided opening remarks 
to this milestone event and thoroughly expressed his and The Honourable 
Navdeep Singh Bains’ gratitude and support for ICTC’s important work. Mrs. 
Janet Kennedy, President of Microsoft Canada, gave a compelling keynote, 
which was followed by Namir Anani, President and CEO, ICTC presenting 
key highlights from the National Digital Talent Strategy. Namir further hosted a 
panel composed of Corinne Charette, Senior Assistant Deputy Minister, Janet 
Kennedy, President and CEO, Microsoft Canada, and Dr. Feridun Hamdullahpur, 
President and Vice-Chancellor, University of Waterloo. The panelists presented 
their views on ICT talent matters, and what they see as the important gaps to 
address in the next number of years and then discussed what we need to do to 
position Canada’s talent as our advantage in a global economy. Stay tuned for 
an announcement of the National Taskforces being established (June 2016).
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 ■ March 10, 2016| Ottawa, ON | Microsoft Canada and ICTC’s YouthSpark 
Live: Microsoft Canada and ICTC co-hosted YouthSpark Live – as part of 
Microsoft’s YouthSpark initiative, a global commitment to increase access for 
all youth to learn computer science, empowering them to achieve more for 
themselves, their families and their communities; 95 (number of youth) high-
school students from the Ottawa-Gatineau region participated; The Honourable 
Kirsty Duncan, Minister of Science joined them and sent a strong and inspiring 
message of encouragement for the youth to pursue STEM education. 

 ■ March 30, 2016 | Virtual Career Fair | Connecting Employers with Skilled 
Global Talent: ICTC hosted a virtual career fair with the aim of connecting 
Canadian employers with Internationally Educated ICT Professionals (IEPs) that 
are in their final stage of immigration to Canada. Over 60 employers from cross 
Canada have accessed the talent pool.

Photo: Leaders in Action Summit on Youth & Education in partnership with ESAC, 
Google Canada and Microsoft Canada | March 9, 2016, Ottawa, ON

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/news-events/events/leaders-in-action-summit-on-youth-2016/
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Innovation and Technology Association of Prince Edward Island (ITAP)
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Invest Ottawa
IT World Canada
JVS Toronto
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